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[54] FAULT IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM 7 [57] ABSTRACT 

[75] Inventor: Michael Peters, Mdnch?ster England A system for identifying faults in an electrical circuit such as 
’ a circuit of a road vehicle. The electrical circuit is intended 

[73] Assignee; Gem-ad Limited, London, England to provide a plurality of outputs such as lamp illumination in 
_ response to predetermined circuit conditions. Data describ~ 

_ ing individual components of the electrical circuit and the 
[211 App 1' No" 754,899 interconnections therebetween is stored. Data identifying a 
[22] Filed: Sep. 4, 1991 fault symptom is input to the system by a technician to 
[30] Foreign Application Priority Data indicate that for one said predetermined set of circuit con 

ditions the intended output is not provided. Stored data is 
Sep. 8, 1990 [GB] United Kingdom ................. .. 9019718 accessed which describes selected components which if 

6 faulty could be the cause of the fault symptom. Values of 
[51] Int. C1. .................................................... .. G06F 11/22 electrical variables to be expected at predetermined mea_ 
[52] U-S- 0 395/183-02 surement points in a sub-circuit de?ned by the selected 
[58] Field of Search ................................ .. 371/251, 15.1; components and the connections therebetween are calcu 

395/61, 916, 183-02 lated. Measurement points are selected at which points the 
electrical variables are to be measured and the technician is 

[56] References Cited instructed to selectively input measurement data indicating 

U_S_ PATENT DOCUMENTS the electrical variables measured at the selected measure 
ment points. The rnput measurement data is compared with 

4,267,569 5/1981 Nygaard et a1. 364/431 the calculated electrical variables and faulty components are 
4,847,795 7/ 1989 B?k?l' 6i‘. a1. .......................... .. 364/579 identi?ed in accordance with that Comparison data_ 
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